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1. Introduction
Let n denote a semifield plane of order <? and kernel JC^GF(q) where
q is a prime power pr. A ^-primitive Baer collineation of π is a collineation σ
which fixes a Baer subplane of π pointwise and whose order is a ^-primitive
divisor of q-ϊ (i.e. \<r\\q—l but \σ\Xp{-\ for \<i<r). A semifield plane
of order p4 and kernel GF(p2), where p is an odd prime, is called a p-primitive
semifield plane if it admits a ^ -primitive Baer collineation.
In [7], Hiramine, Matsumoto and Oyama presented a construction method
(which was extended by Johnson in [9]) by which translation planes of order
q4 and kernel ID GF(<f), q—pr, are obtained from arbitrary translation planes
of order φ and kernel GF{q). The class of ^-primitive semifield planes is pre-
cisely the class of planes obtained when this method is applied to the Desar-
guesian plane of order p2 (see Johnson [10], Theorem 2.1).
In this article we study some properties of ^-primitive semifield planes and
determine necessary and sufficient conditions for isomorphism within this class.
The main result is on the number of nonisomorphic ^ -primitive semifield planes
Theorem 4.2. For any odd prime p, there are ( ΐ ) nonisomorphic p-
primitive semifield planes of order p4.
We show that of these, ^^ are Hughes-Kleinfeld semifield planes and
one is a Dickson semifield plane. Also, the Boerner-Lantz semifield planes of
order p4 are shown to be ^-primitive semifield planes. Each of the remaining
planes is either a Generalized twisted field plane or is a new plane.
Further properties of jp-primitive semifield planes, including an explicit re-
presentation of the autotopism group will be reported elsewhere. This work is
part of the author's Ph.D. dissertation at the University of Iowa which was
written under the supervision of Professor Norman L. Johnson and the author
wishes to thank Prof. Johnson for his encouragement and many discussions on
the subjeat.
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2. Properties of jp-primitive semifield planes
In [7] Hiramine, Matsumoto and Oyama introduced the following con-
struction method:
Let π denote a translation plane of order q* and kernel GF(q), where q is a
prime power pr(p>2), with matrix spread set
g(x,y) h(x,y)
whereg and h are mappings from JCx JC into JC. Let 3=GF{<?)'D JC. Take
an element teS—JC with ί 2 e JC and define a mapping/: 3-^3 by
. Then
represents a matrix spread set of a translation plane, π(f), or order #4 and ker-
nel GF((f). In [10] Johnson showed that if zr is a semifield plane then π(f) is
a semifield plane which admits a ^-primitive Baer collineation; and conversely,
if a semifield plane of order <f and kernel Ώ<K^GF(q)> q=pr, admits a ^-pri-
mitive Bear collineation, then q is a square and coordinates may be chosen so
the matrix spread set for π may be represented in the form
Now if π(f) is a ^-primitive plane (so order (τr(/))=/)4) then 7r is a semifield
plane of order p2, hence π is Desarguesian. We conclude that if π is a semi-
field plane of order pA and kernel GF(p2) then TΓ is a ^-primitive semifield plane
if and only if π is obtained from the construction method of Hiramine, Matsu-
moto and Oyama applied to the Desarguesian plane of order p2; and this occurs
if and only if π admits a matrix spread set of the form
where/is an additive function on GF(p2). Therefore, f(v)=f
o
v-\-f1vp for some
foJ^GFίf). (See e.g. [14]). We shall denote this plane by π(f) or τr(/0,
/j). In the following proposition we give conditions on the function / that give
a matrix spread of a ^ -primitive semifield plane.
Proposition 2.1. Letf: GF(ρ2)->GF(ρ2) be given by f(u)=f
o
u+f
ι
u
p
 where
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t, f1=b0+b1t,a0,a1,b0Jb1^GF(p) and let θ be a nonsquare in GF(p)
such that t2=θ. Then π(f) is a p-primitive semifield plane if and only if
al-{a\-b\)θ
is a nonsquare in GF(p).
Proof. First, since we must have the determinant of the difference of any
two distinct matrices in the spread must be Φθ, i.e.
for every u>v,wyz^GF(p?) such that (u,v)Φ(w,z), we need (u—w)(u—w)p—(v—
z)(f(v)—f(z))ή=0. Since/ is additive this is equivalent to
(1) up+1-vf(v)*Q for every u,v<=GF{p% (M,U)4=(0,0).
Let tEΞGF(p2)-GF(p) such that f=Θ^GF{p). Let GF(p2)=GF{p)[i\.
Then if v=x+yt for x,y^GF(p) we have
v
2
 = y?+2xyt+θy2
and
Since up+1(ΞGF(p) for every u^GF(p2), (1) becomes
(2) #-/0fl2-/y+1=t=0 for every (z,v)eϊGF(p)xGF(p2)-{(0,0)}.
Let /o=tfo+a:^ and / 1 = i 0 + V
 for Λ
o,«i>K&i^ GF(p). Then (2) becomes
So
Hence the ί-component above must beΦO. When ^ = 0 and xΦOwe have
l
 for every xtΞGF(ρ)- {0} ; so
When #Φ0, dividing by s:2 we get, letting w=—,
z
(a1+bι)w2+(a1-b1)θ+2a0wφ0 for every w^GF(p).
Therefore, the discriminant
4#o—M<h+bi)(<h—bi)θ is a nonsquare in GF(p).
Hence, we must have al—(al—b])θ is a nonsquare in GF(p). Conversely, if
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tfo>#iA satisfy this condition and if we let
f0 = a^-{-a{t and fλ = bQ-\-bxt for some b0G GF(p),
then the functionf:GF(p2)->GF(p2) given by
gives a matrix spread set for a ^ -primitive semifield plane π(f).
In the next proposition, further properties of the function/are studied.
Proposition 2.2. Let π{fQjf^) be a p-pήmitive semifield plane. Then,
(i) /o and f
x
 cannot belong both to GF(p). In particular, if / 0 = 0 then
GF(p).
(iϊ) If fι=0 thenf0 is a nonsquare in GF(p2).
(in) ///OΦO andf^O thenfp0+1*f$+1.
Proof, (i) follows directly from (2.1) for if fo^aQ+aJ and f1=b0+b1t
both belong to GF(p) then a1=0=b1 and in (2.1), we will have a\ is a nonsquare
in GF(p). I f / 1 = 0 then Δ=det Γ u v Ί = ^ + 1 - / 0 t ; 2 . So if f0 is a square in
Lf(v) up J
GF(p2)-{0}y say/0=i2 then for u=l and v=j- we will have Δ=0. Thus/0
cannot be a square in GF(p2); this proves (ii). Suppose now that /0Φ0, /iΦO
and /g+ 1-/ί+ 1=0. If f
o
=a
o
+alt and f^+bj we have
fw-fw = al-{a\-b\)θ-bl = 0 .
So al-(al-bl)θ=bl and this contradicts (2.1). Thus, f{+1*fp0+\
3. The isomorphism theorem
Let ^(/oj/i) and π(FOyF1) be ^-primitive semifield planes. The following
theorem determines necessary and sufficient conditions on the functions / =
(fo,fι) and ^ = ( ^ 0 , ^ ) for the planes π(f) and π(F) to be isomorphic.
Theorem 3.1. Two p-primitive semifield planes 7τ(/0,/i) and π(FQ>F^) are
isomorphic if and only if one of the following is satisfied :
(i) F, = ac^
or
(ii) F
o
 = ac
p
'
1
for some a e GF(p) - {0} and c e GF(p2) - {0}.
In particular, π^J^^^F^ ί\) if and only if F0=0 and F1=af1 or
F1=af{for some a(=GF(p).
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Proof. Any isomorphism of translation planes is a bijective semilinear map
of one plane into the other (as vector spaces over their kernels). Thus, π(f)
and π(F) are isomorphic if and only if there exists a semilinear transformation.
A
which sends a spread set of π(f) onto a spread set of π(F)> where σ is an auto-
morphism of GF(p2) and A,B>O,D are 2 x 2 nonsingular matrices over GF(p2).
The elation axis (O,X) is sent to (O,X) and we may assume that (X,O) is
sent into (X, O) because, since π is a semifield plane, the elation group is tran-
sitive on the components not equal to (O,X). Thus D=O and C=O.
Let A=\ aι "* Ί , B=\ bl bΛ and let d=a1ai-a2a3. Suppose first that σ=>L a3 α4 J L b3 b4 J
1. If Γ ^  ° 1 sends the component (x,x\ " Vp 1) of π(f) into the
ϊ
com-
_i_Γ «4 - β « l Γ « * > i r * i & 2 " ] _ r * y 1
d[-a3 a, ]' lf(v) tf}lb, bA~l F(y) x" J
l.e.
1 Γ b
x
aAu—bfyf^+b^v—b3a2up
d I —
Λy) *»J
From here, we get that
and
Γ b1aiu—bιa2f(v)-\-baa4v—b3a2u1' Ύ _ —b2a3u-\-b^aιf{v)—bia3v-\-biaλup
L d J d
ί
=
 —b1a3u+b1a1f(v)—b3a3v+b3a1up
d ) d
Therefore, the following conditions must be satisfied in order for
L O B J
to be an isomorphism of n{fQ}f^) into ^ (^0,^):
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(2)
 ."J—LTJ
(5)
(7) -ίV/«[ ίf]-ίi/«[ ίf l
(8, _
Λ
[ ^
Now we consider the following cases:
Case I: a2 = 0
Case II : α
x
 = 0
Case III: α
x
 φ 0 and α2 Φ 0
Case I: a2 = 0
Since d=a1a4=\?0, we must have ^ΦO and α4Φθ. From (1) and (3), we
have that Λ 3 = 0 and &2/o=0 Thus i 2 = 0 or δ2Φθ and/ 0 =0.
Suppose b2=0; hence iχΦθ and 64Φθ. Conditions (1), (3) and (5) are
trivially satisfied and (2) becomes
From (4), we get 6 3 =0; thus (8) is satisfied trivially. Substituting (2)' into
(7) we get
—*• in (6), we get
Λ4J
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If we let c = ^ , we have
F
o
 = act-'fo and F
x
 = af
x
.
Suppose now that b2^0. Then/ 1 =0 and/oΦθ. (1) and (3) are trivially satis-
fied and (2) and (4) become, respectively
() /,fΓ
b2 \-ax
From (5), we get -F
o
=0 and then (6) is trivially satisfied. Hence, (7) be-
comes
(7)' FΆJ=^Λ
La
x
J a
and (8) gives F, = ΓfiT Γ-^ -Ί. From (4)' and (8), we get F
ι
 = Γ^T + 7ί If
\-b2 J Lα4J L#4J
AxΦO then 64Φ0 by (2)' and from (7)' we have Fx = Γ-^ -T \^λfv Solving in
L64J Lα4J
(2)' for i 4 and replacing it in this last equation, we get Fx = —L\ fx. From
(4)' and (8)' we get —i- = \ — \ > i e ^Ί = — /ί From this last two ex-
pressions for Fly we get/ί=/i and this implies fί^GF(p). But this contradicts
(2.2) (i). Therefore, we must have ^ = 0 . It follows from (2)' that ό 4=0 and
f a 1P+1
now (7)' is trivially satisfied. Let α = M - then a^GF(p) and F
x
=af{.
L#4 J
Thus we have proved that if
Γ = b
x
 b2
h b4 j
is an isomorphism of n(fQJx) into π(FOyFx) then # 3 =0, and if b2=0 then έ 3 =0
and
where β = Γ ^
L
F
o
 = ^ " V o and ^  - β/i
, C - ^ and Γ^-T= K If έ2φ0, then ^ = 0 = ^ ,
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=± ^GF(p) and al9a4ib2,b3 satisfy the con-
α4J
dition & = jjLjy . Also, if F=(ί
 β
,ίi) and/=(/„,/,)
are related as above then Γ is an isomorphism of π(f) into 7r(.F) for the cor-
responding choices of α/s and i/s.
Case Π: ^ = 0
In this case, J = — a^ tf3Φθ and so we must have α2Φ0 and tf3Φθ. From (1)
and (2), we have (1)' h.=Γ^7 and ^ α 4=0. Thus ^ = 0 or ^ΦO and a 4 =0.
«2 Lt 3 J
Suppose ^ = 0 . Thus ό3Φθ and ό2Φθ. From (3) and (4) we get 64=0 and
Λ4=0 then (7) gives F0=0 and substituting (1)' in (6), we get /{ Fχ= ^ , so[/7 Ί * + 1 1 Γ /7 Ί^+ χ LogJ
- άi '/ i ; l e t t ί ng α = \-W w e h a v e i ? i=α/i a n d *eGF(p).
<hJ /i La2jιJ
If / 0Φ0, in (7) we have (7)' J F 1 = — Γ ^ T " 1 J^ .Fo and substituting this
into (6) we get LI>2J f°
Since β+1—/ί+1φθ by (2 2) (iii), we can solve for F
o
 and then replacing
this in (7)' we get
F l = - Γ ^
Let α = - W ί + 1 - — 1 — and c = ^ / 0 . Then aeGF(p), F0=ac^ f0 and
LΛ2J /o — / ! ^? 3
i==ί?/i Suppose now that ^ΦO and α 4 =0. Then (3) becomes
and from (4) we have/0=0. From (5) we get έ4Φ0 and
Now (6) becomes
and from (8) we have F 0 =0. Thus (7) is satisfied. Now b2=0 for if δ2Φ0
then substituting (3)' and (1)' in (5)' and (6)' respectively, we get
 JF 1/ 1=
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FJ{ which implies f
x
^GF{ρ)\ but / 0 = 0 implies fx^GF{ρ) (2 2) (i). From
this contradiction, we get that b2=0 and from (1) we have δ 3=0. Solving (3)'
for a3 and replacing it into (5)' we get
Vb Ί * + 1Let a=\ —M , so a&GF(p) and F1=af{. Therefore, in this case, we proved
L bA J
Γ
0 a2
that if Γ== b
x
 b2
is an isomorphism of τr(/o,/i) into π(F0, Ft) then a4=
0. If ^ = 0 then i4==0; in this case if / o Φθ, then F0=ac
p
~
ιf0 and F1=qf1 where
)f and c = ^ ; if/0=0, then F β =0, and F ^ ^
where a=\ —*- &GF(p). In either case, a2, a3i b2y b3 satisfy the condition
(b2/a2)=(b3la3y. If ^ΦO then b2=b3=0Jo=0=F0 and Fx=af{ where a =
[ A | + \ Also α2, a3y bu bA satisfy the condition Γ-^ | = 1 ^ 1 / ^ Again if F=LbAJ L^2J La3J
(FOy Fx) and /=(/o>/i) are related as above then Γ provides an isomorphism be-
tween π(F) and π(f).
Case III: α3 Φ 0 and a2 Φ 0
Let ^ 4 , = ^ . From (1) and (2), we get
d
=
 b
-ψ
(2)' *4 =
In (3), we have b2AJ0+(b{) — ^ % ^ Ί = 0 . If / 0 φ 0 then we get bt=
A 1
Let C = Then
>>==«-££
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Thus i
x
4=0. Substituting these in (4) and dividing by A\A\P, we get
Letting u=^^A, we have
A1A2
Therefore, the discriminant, Dy of this equation has to be a square in GF(p2).
Iffo=Uo+Uit andf^vo+vj for some WQ, uly vOf vx<=:GF{p)y tt=GF(p2)-GF(p),
?=Θ^GF(p), then D=u\-(u\-v\) θ and by (2.1) D is a nonsquare in GF(p).
Therefore, if ^ΦO and CL2^FQ we must have/0=0.
Now substituting (1)' and (2)' in (3) and (4) respectively we get
and
If δjφO and * 2Φ0 we get / ί = ^ i ^ - 3 = / ; which implies fx^GF{p). Since this
contradicts (2.2) (i), we must have that ^ = 0 or b2=0.
Suppose ^ = 0 . Then £2Φθ and from (2)' we get 64=0. From (4) we get
( 4 ) ' / 1 = ^ i ^ i and this implies that ^43φ0 and ^44φ0, so from (5) we have F0=0,
so (7) is satisfied. Now in (6) we have (6)' FJ{=\^ Γ . Solving in (1)' for
b3 and replacing it in (8), we get (8)' F ^ Γ — 3 T —x. Combining (4)' and (8)', we
A
get F
λ
f
λ
=\ —3 and this equals FJ{ by (6)'. Therefore, f{=f
x
\ this implies
which contradicts (2.2) (i). Therefore, ^ = 0 is not possible and we
must consider the case b2=0.
Suppose b2=0. Then from (1)' we get b3—0. Now, replacing (2) into (3)
and (5) we get
YA Ί ^ + 1From these, we get Fy=\ -± /?(*). From (6), we get that ^ = 0 ; now (7) be-
VA Ύ+1 4
comes 1?!= —^  f
x
\ combining this with (*) we get f{=f
ι
 and this implies
; but this contradices (2.2) (i). Therefore, the case b2=0 is not
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possible either and we conclude that there is no isomorphism with αjφO and
α 2 φ0; this completes the case σ^=l.
Suppose now that σ φ l . The semilinear transformation σ\ with σ\
xh->xp, the Frobenius automorphism, induces an isomorphism of π(fOyf1) into
Γ u v Ύ [ u° v ' Ί [ x y
with F(y)=F(vp)=F
o
v
p+F1v=f(v)p=fpovp+fpv; so F0=β and ^ = / { .
Therefore, two ^-primitive planes π{f
o
,f
x
 )and π(FOy JF\) are isomorphic if and
only if there exists linear isomorphism of π(FOy i*\) into π(fOyfι) or TΓ (/£,/{).
This completes the proof of the theroem.
Corollary 3.2. yί/Z the planes π(f
o
,f
ι
) with / i = 0 constitute an isomorphism
class with ** ~~ elements. The planes in this class are Dtckson semifield planes.
Proof. Let π(/0,/i) and zr(F0, F2) be ^ -primitive semifield planes with / i=0
and ^ = 0 . Then by (2.2) (ii),/0 and Fo are nonsquares in GF(p2); thus there
exists d^GF(p2) such that F0=d2f0.
By (3.1), τr(/o, 0)«*(*;, 0) if and only if there exists a<=GF(p), c(=GF(p2)
such that F0=ac
p
~
1f0 or F0=acp~1fξ. Let a^GF(p) with |α | =_p— 1 and c&
GF(p2) with I c | = ^ - 1 ; then \cp~1\=p+l and |α^" 11 =(^2—1)/2. It follows
that acp"1 is a generator of the subgroup of squares in GF(p2); hence d2 is a
power of tfc*"1 and therefore τr(/0, 0)^7r(-F0, 0).
Conversely, it follows directly from the theorem that if π(FOyF1)^π(foyO)
then ί \=0.
/ i = 0 Λen π=π(fOyf1) has matrix spread set
and the product is given by
(x,y) (u, v) =
This is the product in [5, p. 241] with a=β=l and σ: x\-+xp and therefore π
is a Dickson semifield plane.
Corollary 3.3. There are ^ ~r- nonisomorphic p-prίmitive semifield planes
π(fθ'fi) wiίA/0=0. The number of planes isomorphic to π{fa,f^) is p—ί ifft'1—
- 1 and is 2{p-\) ifft1*-!. All the planes π^J,) are Hughes-Kleinfeld semi-
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field planes.
Proof. π(FQ) FJotπiOJJ if and only if F0=0 and F^afc or Fx=af{ for
some a(ΞGF(p)-iQ}. By (2.2) (i),/i<ί GF(p); hence if/ 1=6 0+6 1 ί, then
Taking Λ = — , we have π(0, bQ+bx t)^π(θ} | ^ + Λb
x
 \ b
x
 I
Now τr(O, ό+ί)s£7r(0, c+ί) if and only if b+t=a(c+t) or έ + * = α
a{c—t) for some a&GF(p)— {0}. In the first case a=l and ό=c and in the
second a= — 1 and b=—c. Thus the number of nonisomorphic planes with
Suppose τr(0,2^)3^(0,/;). Then F
ι
=af
ι
 or F1=afp1 for some a^GF{p)
-{0}. Now, af^bβ for some α, ό G G F ^ - ί O } if and only i f/ ϊ^- 1 >=l.
Since f
x
^GF{ρ)y we have afx=-bf{ for some a)b^GF(ρ)— {0} if and only if
y f ^ φ — 1. Hence the number of planes isomorphic to 7r(0,/i) is 2(/>—1) if/i"1
Φ - l and is^>-l i f / f - ^ - l .
If π=π(fOyfι) is a ^-primitive semifield plane with/ 0 =0 then the matrix
spread set of π is of the form
and
X ^ xv+yup)
for x,y,u,v^GF(p2). This is the product in a semifield of all Knuth types
(i)-(iv). In [8] Hughes and Kleinfeld showed that a semifield of order g2 and
kernel GF(q) is of all four types if and only if Jl
m
=Jl
r
=Jl
ι
^GF{q)\ a semifield
plane corresponding to a semifield with this property is called a Hughes-
Kleinfeld semifield plane.
Corollary 3.4. // πiF^F^πiUf,) and F
o
=f
o
Φθ, then F1=±fι or
F1=±fl Conversely, if F0=f0±0 and Fι=±fι or Fι=±f{ then π(F0, F,)^
Proof. Suppose π(F0, F^πifoji) and F o=/ oφO. Then, from (3.1) there
exist a^GF(p)— {0} and c&GF(p2)— {0} such that F 0 = Λ ^ " 1 / 0 and F1=af1 or
FQ=ac
p
-
ι
β and F
ι
=aft Let F0=acp'ιfQ. Then acp"i=l and this implies
that ap+1=ί. Therefore, \a\ divides p-\-l. But \a\ divides p—1; hence \a\
divides 2 and consequently a=±l. Thus, F1=±f1 or F1=±fl If J P 0 = Λ ^ " 1
/§ then, since F0=f0, we have Λ(ς/o)^""1= 1 and again, we obtain ap+1=ί; by the
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same argument as above, we obtain the result. The converse follows directly.
In 1984 Boerner-Lantz defined a class of semifields of order q* as follows:
Let S= {a+βx|α, β&GF(9)} and #<£GF(9). Define addition on S to be
the usual vector addition. If multiplication is defined on S by
(ct+βx) (y+δx) = ay+β(83 a-SJ+iaδ+βy*) x
where δ = δ 1 + δ 2 α , a$GF(3)y a2=2a+ί and 8l9 δ2<=GF(3), then (5, + , •) is a
semifield. Now this is generalized for p>3 as follows: Let q—pr with p>3.
Choose σ^GF(q) such that o?—σ is irreducible over GF(q) and l + 4 σ is a
nonsquare. Let aφGF(q) be a root of Λ^=σ- and S={a+βs\ay β^GF(φ)}
where S$LGF{C?). Define addition on S to be the usual vector addition. If
multiplication is defined on S by
= αγ+/?(δ«α-δ1)+(δ+/3*V
where δ=δ 1 +δ 2 α, Sl9 82^GF(q), then (5, + , •) is a semifield of dimension 2
over GF(<f). Boerner-Lantz [3]. In the next corollary we show that the
semifield planes of order p* associated to the Boerner-Lantz semifields are p-
primitive semifield planes.
Corollary 3.5. Let π=π{f^y^ be a p-primitive semifield plane with / 0 φ 0
andf^Q. Then the number of planes isomorphic to π is p2— 1 if f\^'^—\ and is
2(p2~l) if fψ-v^rl. The semifield planes of Boerner-Lantz of order p4 are p-
primitive withf
o
*Q andf^O, andforp>3J^p'1^ί.
Proof. By (3.1), π(FOy FJocπtfoJJ if and only if there exist aEίGF(p)-
{0} and c^GF(p2)-{0} such that
F0 = ac
p
~
1f0 and F1 = af1
or
F
o
 = ac^
1fpo and F
x
 = af{.
Thus, there axtp2—1 or 2(p2— 1) planes isomorphic to π(f09 fι). Now, if acp~ιf0
=bdp^fpo and afy=bf{ for some a,bt=GF(p)-~iQ} and c,deΞGF(p2)-{0},
then / ί " x = — and this implies f\^GF{ρ) and hence f{=\.
Conversely, if / ϊ ( * - 1 ) = l , then ft1=±1. I f / f " 1 =l, then acp~ι fp=a(cf0)p"1
/0 and af{=afv I f / ί β l = — 1 then acp-ιfpQ=a(fQcw)p-ιfQ and afp1=—afι for
some w&GF(p2) such that w^~1= — 1 . Therefore, there are £2— 1 planes iso-
morphic to π(foyfι) if and only iίfl^GF(p).
Yor p=3, the product for the Boerner-Lantz semifield is given by
where a
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a
2
=2a-\-l and v=v
x
-\-v2a for Ό19 V2
Letting t=a— 1 we have v3a—υ1=(l-\-t) v-\~2vz and the semiίield plane of
Boerner-Lantz is ^-primitive with matrix spread set
where f(v)=(l+t) v+2υ\
where v—v
ι
-\-v2t,vι,v2^:GF(p). Now tp=—t so that vpt—υ1=vpt v—
ϋ ) = ( - — ) ϋ + ( — - + * ) vP w e h a v e4 " ^ = (—4")
Therefore, the semίfield planes of Boerner-Lantz of order pA are ^-primitive
semifield planes. Moreover / 0 = ——ΦO, / j = — - + * φ θ and / ϊ = - — t + t 2 ;
so fl$GF(p). 2 2 4
In [9], Johnson showed that in general the semifield planes of Boerner-Lantz
of order q4 may be obtained from the construction method of Hiramine, Matsu-
moto and Oyama from the Desarguesian planes. Then he obtains another class
of planes from the Desarguesian ones and he conjectures that these two classes
are not isomorphic. In fact this is the case because any plane in this second class
has/ 0 =0 and by (3.3) it is a Hughes-Kleinfeld semifield plane. Therefore, it
is not isomorphic to the planes of Boerner-Lantz (since for those planes/0φ0).
4. On the number of non-isomorphic p-primitive semifield planes
Let πifoyfi) be a ^-primitive semifield plane with f
o
=a
o
+a11, fi=bo+b11>
OQ, aly bOy b^GFip). By (2.1), a\—{a\—b\) θ is a nonsquare in GF(p) where θ
is a nonsquare in GF(p) such that t*=θ. The proof of the following proposi-
tion depends on this fact.
Proposition 4.1. For any prime p, p>2, there are ^ ~*' junctions f such
that π(f) is a p-primitive semifield plane.
Proof. Let f(u)=f0 u+f, up, / 0 - ^ + « i *, / i=VfA *> βo, <h, bOy bx eGF(p).
Let θ be an arbitrary but fixed nonsquare in GF(p) and let f=θ. By (2.1),
π(fQ,fι) is a ^-primitive semifield plane if and only if a\—{a\—b2) θ is a
nonsquare in GF(p).
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Let W be a nonsquare in GF(p). Then the number of solutions in GF{p)
of the equation
is p2— p. (See Dickson [6, p. 48]). Since bQ is arbitrary in GF(p) and there
are -2 nonsquares in GF(p)y we have that there are (p2—p) ( )P— ~~
^-primitive semifield planes.
It follows from the proof that there are (p2—p) ( ~ J ^ -primitive semifield
planes τr(/0,/i) with f1=b0-\-b1t and bo=O and p— 1 with / 0 = 0 and έo=O. If
fι=b
o
+b
ι
 *Φθ and ^ = 0 the condition is now a\—a\ θ nonsquare in GF(p) and
using Dickson [6, p. 46], we conclude that there are (p2— 1) f^~~ J ^-primitive
semifield planes with f1=b0^GF(p), and consequently/oΦθ. These remarks
and 4.1 will be used in the proof of the following result.
Theorem 4 2. For any odd prime p, there are (** ' J nonisomorphic p-
primitive semifield planes of order pA.
Proof. First, by (3.3) there are ^-~— nonisomorphic ^-primitive semifield
planes π(fOifι) with/ 0 =0 and the number of isomorphic planes to π(09fι) for
fixed/! isp-l iffl^GF(p) and is 2(^-1) iffIEίGF(p).
Second, by (3.2) there are *-^ip- ^ -primitive semifield planes with^^O and
they are all isomorphic.
It remains to determine the number of nonisomorphic />-primitive planes
with /oΦθ and /
x
φ0. Let f
o
=a
o
+a1 ίΦO, fλ=bQ+bx ίΦO and suppose that/fe
GF(p); hence δ
o
=O or ^ = 0 .
By (3.2), and the remarks after (4.1) we get that the number of ^-primitive
semifield planes wi th/
o
Φθ,/ 1 =ί o +i 1 £Φθ and bo=O is
if-P)
(the left hand side is (# of planes with b
o
=O)—(# of planes with/ 0=0 and έo=O)
- ( # of planes with/^0)).
By (3.5), there are/)2—1 isomorphic planes to a fixed plane with/
o
Φθ and
Thus, there are ^— nonisomorphic planes with f2^GF(p) and
By the remarks after (4.1), there are (p2—1) ί*-—J ^-primitive semifield
planes with ^ = 0 and/
o
Φθ and by (3.5) there are p2— 1 isomorphic planes to
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each one; hence, the number of nonisomorphic planes with b
x
—0 is/ and
therefore there are ^ ^—\-Pn^
= =
p—2 nonisomorphic ^ -primitive semifield planes
Li Lt
with/0Φ0 andfl^GF(p). Suppose that/ 0 φ0 and f\<£GF(p). Then, by (3.5),
there are 2(p2— 1) ^-primitive semifield planes isomorphic to a plane τr(/0,/i)
with/oφO and fl^GF(p) and by (4.1) there are ^ ~~P' j>-primitive semifield
planes; hence there are vP^ J l r Mr ~" J j>-primitive semifield planes with
/
o
Φθ and fl^GF(p) and these divide into IP"" )\P~ ) isomorphism classes.
Having considered all the possibilities we conclude that there are
nonisomorphic ^ -primitive semifield planes of order p4.
5. Classification of p-primitive semifield planes
Presently there are nine classes of proper (non-Desarguesian) semifield
planes, namely: the semifield planes of Dickson [5, p. 241], Knuth four types
[12] (these include the Hughes-Kleinfeld planes [8]), Knuth of characteristic
2 [12], Kantor [11], Sandier [13], Boerner-Lantz [3] and the two classes dis-
covered by Albert called twisted field planes [1] and generalized twisted field
planes [2] and the commutative semifields of Cohen and Ganley.
Now we answer the following question: of the known classes of semifield
planes, which one contains ^ -primitive semifield planes ?
By (3.2), if π=π(f
o
,f1) is a ^ -primitive semifiled plane with/ 1=0 then π is
a Dickson semifield plane and if / 0 = 0 , π is a Hughes-Kleinfeld semifield plane by
(3.3). By (3.5), the Boerner-Lantz semifield planes of order p4, ^-primitive with
jf0φ0,/iΦ0 and for p>3, / i ^ Φ l . Of the other known classes, the only one
which could contain ^-primitive semifield planes is the class of Generalized
twisted field planes: the twisted field planes and Sandier semifield planes are of
dimension 4 over the left nucleus and the Knuth and Kantor semifields planes
are of characteristic 2. If a Knuth type (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) semifield plane π is
^-primitive then ΐJl
m
='32
ι
=
(32
r
^GF(p2) and thus it is a Hughes-Kleinfeld semi-
field plane. The /^-primitive semifields are not commutative. So they do not
belong to the class constructed by Cohen and Ganley.
For p=3 there are four nonisomorphic ^-primitive semifield planes; two
of these are Hughes-Kleinfeld semifield planes, one is a Dickson semifield plane
and the other is the plane of Boerner-Lantz of order 81. For p>S we say that a
/>-ρrimitive semifield plane is of type IV if / 0 φ 0 and/i
( ί
~
υ
Φθ, 1, and of type
V if/ 0Φ0 and fl<p'l)=l. A ^-primitive semifield plane of type IV which is
not a Boerner-Lantz semifield plane and any plane of type V is either a Gen-
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eralized twisted field plane or is a new plane. The distinction of these two
cases is currently under investigation.
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